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Prob4: Observers stationed at two sections XX and YY, 500 ft apart on 

a highway, record the arrival times of four vehicles as shown in the 

accompanying table. If the total time of observation at XX was 15 sec, 

determine (a) the time mean speed, (b) the space mean speed, and (c) 

the flow at section XX. 

vehicle  Section XX  Section YY 

A  T  T+7.58 

B  T+3  T+9.18 

C  T+6  T+12.36 

D  T+12  T+21.74 

 

Prob5: A series of speed observations is given in the table below.  

Vehicle  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 

Speed km/h  88  75  99  83  91  88  94  100  79  83 

Calculate the time mean speed and the space mean speed. 

 

Prob6: The following measurements were taken from traffic on a road: 

 

Headway 

sec/veh 
2.3  2.4  3.8  2.3  2.6  2.4  3.7  3.1  3.7  4.1  3.2  2.4 

Spacing 

m/veh 
54.2  35.1  65.3  42.5  33.5  43.2  51.4  48.9  68.2  75.3  42.1  40.3 

 

the mean headway, the flow rate, the mean spacing, the  Calculate

density, the space mean speed, and the jam density assuming linear 

speed-density  relationship and free flow speed=100km/h.                 

 

km. Their 0.5Two platoons of cars are timed over a distance of Prob7:  

flows are recorded. The first group is timed at 40 seconds, with the flow 

at 1350 vehicles per hour. The second group takes 45 seconds, with a flow 



of 1800 vehicles per hour. 

the maximum flow of the traffic stream. Determine 

  

90a section of highway is known to have a free flow speed of Prob8:  

km/h and a capacity of 3300 veh/h. in a given hour, 2100 vehicles were 

counted at a specified point along this highway section, if the linear 

speed-density relationship applies,                                                                    

?n speed of these vehicles to bemea would you estimate the space what  

 

density-section of highway has the following flow A: Prob9 

relationship:    Q=80K-0.4K2                                                                                
 

 is the capacity of the highway section, the speed at capacity,  What

and the density when the highway is at one-quarter of its capacity?       

 

 tionship, the free flowassuming a linear speed density rela: Prob10

speed is 60 mph and the jam density is 140 vehicle/h. assume the               

 Vehicle length20ft.  

compute speed –equations V -Q, and K-Q, K-Vdown and draw  Write 

and density at flow 1000 – compute average headway, spacing, gap,    

And clearance at the maximum flow 

 

  


